LETTERS FROM ENGLAND.

The following letters, from two distinguished philanthropists, one of whom has just returned from America, are received with the utmost interest, and are respectfully requested to copy the above.
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1. John C. Lorrain, President of the American Colonization Society, says that it is not only certain that the whites and nearly equal in numbers to the slaves, but suffering under the first hand of oppression equal to those of Africa.

2. The friends of the slaves in England, who sent up to the House of Commons last year nearly 6,000 petitions to the effect that the extension of slavery should be prohibited and that all slaves in Africa should be freed, are determined to preserve at least one slave from slavery by the most effectual means possible. They are of opinion that this is the best and most effective way to promote abolition, and that the petitioners are the true advocates of freedom, and that they are the true friends of humanity, and that they are the true friends of humanity.
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7. The friends of the slaves in England, who sent up to the House of Commons last year nearly 6,000 petitions to the effect that the extension of slavery should be prohibited and that all slaves in Africa should be freed, are determined to preserve at least one slave from slavery by the most effectual means possible. They are of opinion that this is the best and most effective way to promote abolition, and that the petitioners are the true advocates of freedom, and that they are the true friends of humanity, and that they are the true friends of humanity.
ALARM IN GEORGIA.

We give below an extract of a letter from Mr. J. W. Moreland, dated 10th instant, from the city of ... under date of October 21st.

"The papers from the State have no doubt of the alarm and excitement prevailing among the black population. We were all driven into great consternation and excitement by the news that the negroes on plantation fire all over the county were not to be trusted directly for the town. It was about 12 o'clock at night, when the whole population were in their beds. You can readily fancy the consternation and excitement. The shouting may be, the scene that ensued. An hour or two later, when we went down to the wharf, the largest building in the town for safety, and a large body of our men were assembled, the negroes were all retired when the alarm was given, but we trust there was no other accident. After the alarm was given, one negro—Mr. ——, with his infield, came in. Of course, I was in a great hurry to get out of the house—but it was useless—they wouldn’t go. They were great and they would not say to the colored people as a body, a word or a sign. At last I saw to it that they were out, and then we set off. After the alarm was given, the colored people were all assembled, and I do not think we are safe until new orders are issued.

The very elements of destruction are armed, and the negroes are in the streets, and nothing can be done to prevent it. If you mention the storm breaks upon us. An answer from you will be most acceptable.

New-Orleans, Oct. 20.—An enclosure was passed in the City Council yesterday, upon the subject of negro insurrections. The resolution, when read, gives a fine of one hundred dollars upon each negro who shall participate in an insurrection or conspiracy for the purpose of destruction of order and sedition; one half of the penalty to be paid to the person who shall give such information as shall lead to the apprehension of any one or more of the persons committing such offenses, and the other half to the person apprehending and bringing the said offender or offenders to justice. A reward of twenty dollars shall be paid to any such person for information leading to the apprehension and bringing the said offender or offenders to justice.

A letter to the Richmond Enquirer attributes the late murder of Mr. Lewis to the slaves, to the extreme state of the Government, and particularly to the negroes living in Mr. Lewis’s neighborhood, and states that the negroes have already shown themselves ready to obey a signal of revolution, and are now determined to carry out the scheme which has been so long talked of. The negroes, it is stated, are now determined to carry it out, and the signal is to be given by the negroes. The negroes have already shown themselves ready to obey a signal of revolution, and are now determined to carry it out, and the signal is to be given by the negroes.

A Short History

Of the poor Slaves who are employed in cultivating the soil, and who form the greater part of the laboring population of our country, we have little children pity them, and use the sentences to relieve them from bondage. No. 1.
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